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This document checklist is one of the forms that you need to submit with your application.
 
Consult the Instruction Guide (IMM 5487) to find out if you are required to provide some or all forms and documents listed in this checklist.
 
If your documents are in a language other than English or French, check with the responsible visa office for your region to determine whether they need to be translated.
 
If any of the required documents listed below are missing, the processing of your application could be delayed.
 
Gather your documents in order of the checklist and check R each item.
I have enclosed the following items:
FORMS LIST: The following IRCC forms must be completed, signed and dated.
DOCUMENTS LIST: 
DOCUMENTS LIST (CONTINUED): 
- the activities identified in the lead statement of the National Occupational Classification (NOC) description; and
- a substantial number of the main duties, including all of the essential duties listed in the NOC description.
      For the Atlantic Intermediate-Skilled program, your work experience must be at Skill level C of the NOC matrix. Work experience acquired while
      working in a NOC 3012 or NOC 3233 occupation can count if you have a job offer in a NOC 3413 or NOC 4412 occupation.
                                     Submit the documents below:
•         Copy of your most recent work permit in Canada (if applicable)
•         Employer reference letters for the periods of work experience identified in your application. The letters must include:
- specific period of your employment (to/from dates)
- description of your main responsibilities and duties
- the corresponding NOC code (if known)
- your total annual salary and benefits
- the number of hours you worked per week
- your employer's name, signature, full address, telephone number and email address (if applicable)
•         Copies of your T4 tax information slips and your Notice of Assessment (if applicable)
•         Work contracts
•         Pay stubs
      You must provide proof that you have obtained a minimum of a high school diploma. If your diploma, certificate or degree was not issued in Canada,
      you must also provide an Educational Credential Assessment (ECA). 
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